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In this paper, we shall define the norm system which provides the general model 
to fuzzy sets and systems. It is useful to deal with the operations and the extended 
operations of fuzzy sets by united method. Specifically, the extended operation’s 
properties of fuzzy sets on the complete lattice are considered. ‘(‘1 1987 Academic PESS, 
Inc 
1. THE STRUCTURE OF THE NORM SYSTEM 
Suppose that (K, 6 ) is a preplanned ordering set, i.e., the relation d on 
K satisfies the reflexivity and symmetry, with the minimal element 0 and 
the maximal element 1. The mapping T: K x K + K is called the triangular 
norm, if it satisfies the following properties: 
(a) T(O,O)=O; T(1, l)= 1; 
(b) T(a, b) = T(h, a); 
(c) a ,< c, h 6 d=s T(a, b) < T(c, d); 
Cd) T(T(a, h), cl= T(a, T(h ~1). 
Moreover, the triangular norm which satisfies the condition T(a, 1) = a 
is called t-norm, and the triangular norm which satisfies T(a, 0) = a is 
called s-norm. The mapping N: K + K is called pseudocomplement, if N 
satisfies the following properties: 
(a) MN(a)) = 6 
(b) a <h d N(h) < N(a). 
r-norm T and s-norm S which satisfy 
NT(a, h)) = S(N(a), N(h)) 
are called N-dual. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let (K, < ) be a preplanned ordering set and T, S, N are 
r-norm, s-norm, pseudocomplement, respectively, T and S are N-dual, then 
(K, S, T, N) is called the norm system. Moreover, the norm system which 
satisfies the condition 
T(u, a) = a, S(a, a) = u 
is called the idempotency norm system. The norm system which satisfies 
the condition 
T(u, S(u, h)) = u 
S(u, T(u, h)) = u 
is called the absorption norm system. The norm system which satisfies the 
condition 
T(u, S(h, 1.)) = S( T(u, /I), T(u, c)) 
S(4 T(h, 1.1) = T(S(a, h), S(u, c-1) 
is called the distributivity norm system. 
THEOREM 1. Let (K, 6 ) he u purtiul set, then the distrihuti&y norm 
s?>stem is the absorption and the absorption norm system is the idempotency. 
Proc$ Let (K, S, T, N) be the distributivity. Because (K, < ) is a partial 
set, then 
T(u, 0) = 0, S(u, 1)= 1. 
so 
T(a, S(Q, h)) = T(S(u, 01, S(u, h)) 
=S(u, T(O,h))=S(u,O)=u 
S(u, T(u, h)) = S(T(a, 11, T(u, h)) 
=T(u,S(1,h))=T(u, l)=u. 
Let (K, S, T, N) be the absorption, then 
T(u, a) = T(u, S(u, 0)) = a 
S(u, a) = S(u, T(u, 1)) = a. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (K, d ) be a partial ordering set, (K, S, T, N) is the 
idempotency, then 
a<ho T(a, b)=aoS(a, b)=b. 
Proof: If T(a, b) = a, then a = T(a, b) < T( 1, b) = 6. Contrary: if a d b, 
then a = T(a, a) 6 T(a, b) d T(a, 1) = a, so T(a, 6) = a. We can prove that 
a < b o S(a, b) = b by analogous method. 
THEOREM 3. Let (K, 6 ) be a lattice and (K, S, T, N) be a norm system, 
then (K, S, T, N) is the absorption tf’and only if it is the idempotency. Under 
this condition, M*e have 
T(a, b) = a A h, S(a, b) = a v b, 
lrhere a A b=glb{a, b), a v b-lubja, b}. 
Proof: Let (K, S, T, N) be the idempotency, then 
T(a, b)< T(a, l)=a 
T(a, b)< T(l, b)=b; 
so T(a,b)<ar\band 
a A h = T(a A b, a A b) d T(a, b), 
therefore T(a, b) = a A b. We can prove that S(a, 6) = a v b. Because 
(K, v , A, N) is the absorption, then the theorem is proved by Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let (K, d ) he a lattice and not distributivity, then dis- 
trihutivity> norm system do not exist. 
Proof: By Theorems 1 and 3. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (K, d ) is the distributivity lattice, then 
(K, S, T, N) is the distributivity if and only ifit is the absorption, if and only 
if it is the idempotency, {f and only if it is (K, v , A , N). 
Proof Obviously. 
2. THE OPERATIONS AND THE EXTENDED OPERATIONS ON FUZZY SETS 
Suppose that % is the universe set and (K, d ) is the preplanned ordering 
set. The mapping A: X -+ K is called a K tape fuzzy set. Let 
4(X) = {A; A: Z- + K}. 
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If K= P is a partial set, then A: X + P is called a P tape fuzzy set and 
FP(5Y) denotes all P tape fuzzy sets. If K= L is a lattice, then A: X + L is 
called L tape fuzzy set, and ,FL(X) denotes all L tape fuzzy sets. If 
K= [0, 11, then A: 55” + [0, 1 ] is called a fuzzy set and F(s) denotes all 
fuzzy sets. If K = {0, 1 ), then A: 37 -+ {0, 11 is called a classical set and 
9(T) denotes all classical sets. 
Suppose that A, BE &(%“), A c B means A(x) < B(x) (Vx E X). If (K, d ) 
is a preplanned ordering set (partial ordering set), then (Pk(.%“), C) is also. 
Let (K, S, T, N) be a norm system. We can define 
(A u B)(s) = S(A(.v), B(x)) 
(A n B)(X) = T(A(x), B(X)) 
A’(X) = N(A(.v)), 
where A, BE&(.X’). Obviously, (~Fk(Y’), u, n, c) is a norm system. 
THEOREM 6. If (K, S, T, N) is the distrihutiz;ity (the absorption, the idem- 
potency), then (FL(X), u, n, c) is so. 
Proqj: The proof of this theorem follows directly from verifying. 
Suppose that .F is a preplanned ordering set and A, BE Fk(3”). A 6 B 
means VX, E A ?, there exist J’~~E B, such that x0 <J’~ and Vy, E B,, there 
existx,EA.suchthat.u,d~,,wherecxEKandA.#@, B,#@. 
Obviously, if X is a preplanned ordering set, (&(Y”), d ) is so. But, if 9 
is a partial ordering set, (Fk(.F), 6 ) is not so. 
Suppose that (.Y; d ) is a preplanned ordering set and (Y‘, S, T, N) is a 
norm system and K = L is a complete lattice. We can define 
(AuB)(x)= v (Z A S(A,, B,)(x)) 
Zt 1. 
(AnB)(x)= v {a A T(A,, B,)(,~); 
3 t L 
A’(x) = A(N(x)), 
where 
S(A,, B,)= {S(x, ,v);,YEA., YEB,} 
VA,, B,)= {T(x, .Y);xEA., YEB,). 
S(A,, B,)(x) and T(A,, B,)(x) are characteristic functions of S(A,, B,) 
and T(A,, B,), respectively. 
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THEOREM 7. (&(.F), u, n, c) has the following properties: 
(1) AuO=A, lul=l, 
OnO=O, Anl=l; 
(2) AuB=BuA, AnB=BnA; 
(3) (AuB)uC=Au(BuC), 
(AnB)nC=An(BnC); 
(4) c is the pseudocomplement on FL(X) and u, n is c-dual, where 
O(x)= y3 
1. 
x # 0 
x = 0, 
l(x) = 
.o, x# 1 
1 3 x= 1. 
Proof. ( I), (2) are obvious. 
(3) Because of 
S(S(A.* B,), C,) = S(A,9 SC&> C,)) (V!x(EL) 
it is sufficient to prove 
for any x E X. 
First, it is easy to prove S(A,, B,) c (Au B),, so 
v {F-~ES((AUB),, C )}>v {KXES(S(A,, B ), Cd}. 
Second, VLY E L, if x E S((A u B),, C,), then there exist .Y, E (A u B), and 
.y2 E C, such that x = S(x,, x2). Let 
H,, = {B; x1 E S(A,, Bp)). 
Obviously, we have 
and VP E H,, , there exist xg E A, and ys E B,] such that x1 = S(x,, .vB), so 
x = S(S(xfl, rp), x2) E S(S(A,t Bg), Cm) 
= S(S(A, ,, 1, B, ,, .I> C, r, .I 
and 
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v iB; .y E S(S(A,,, Bp), Cl(,) 3 x, 
(3) is obtained. 
(4) VA E Pe(.f-), 
(A’ )’ (x) = A’(N(x)) = A(x). 
Suppose that A <B. V’cc E L and (A’), # 0, (B’) # @, if x,, E (A’ ),, then 
N-X”)E A,, so there exist J’(,E B, such that N(,x,) 6~“; i.e, there exist 
N(JI,) E (B’), such that N(yo) <.x,,. If I’, E (B”),, then there exist X, E (A’), 
such that .Y, a~,, by analogical method. So A’ 2 B’, therefore c is the 
pseudocomplement on &(J’). 
It is easy to prove that 
-~ET((A’),, (B’),)-NC\-)ES(A., B,), 
so 
(Au B)’ (.u) = (Au B)(N(x)) 
=v (x;N(.U)ES(A., B,)] 
=v jsr;r~ T((A’),, (B’),) 
= (A’ n B’)(.u). 
DEFINITION 2. The mapping A: 3’ + f. is called nondecreasing, if the 
condition 
A(.u v y) > A(x) v A( ~7) (V.\-, 1’ E .f’) 
holds. A is called nonincreasing. if the condition 
A(u A y) 3 A(.v) v A(y) (Vx, I’ E 2’) 
DEFINITION 3. The mapping A: Y’ 4 L is called continuity from above, 
if the condition 
A(.Y v y) > A(x) A A(y) (t/s, ?‘E .z’) 
holds. A is called continuous from below, if the condition 
A(.u A y) 3 A(x) A A(.v) (Vx, y E 3”) 
holds. 
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It is easy to prove: 
(1) A is nondecreasing o A(V x,]) 3 V A(x[,); 
(2) A is nonincreasing o A( r\ ,x,{) > V A(xg); 
(3) A is continuity from above o A(V x,~) 3 A A(xa); 
(4) A is continuity from below o A(/j x,{) 3 A A(xfj). 
Let 
&(L) = {A; A: L + L 1. 
DEFINITION 4. Let L be a complete lattice. A E TL(L) is called 
generalized fuzzy truth number, if the following condition is hold: 
(1 ) There exist x,, E L such that A(.r,) = I. 
(2) V.r,, .Y? E L, X, 6-r,. If X, ; s2 E A,, then 
{.u:x,~x<..u,}~A~. 
(3 ) A is nondecreasing on .Y d .Y(,, and is nonincreasing on ,Y 3 x,. 
(4) A is continuity from above and from below on L. 
Let 
.FT= {A; A E~[~(L), A is generalized fuzzy truth number}. 
THEOREM 8. If L is a complete lattice, then (9:, <) is a partial order- 
ing set. 
Pro?/: It is sufficient to prove that if A <B and B< A, then A = B. 
V.YEA.(~EL),~~A<B, thenthereexisty,EB,suchthatxdy,.IfB<A, 
then there exist yZg B, such that ~1~ <x. Because y,, J’* E B, and 
J’2 < .y < ,I’ ] , so s E B,. Therefore A, c B,. We can prove B, c A, by 
analogical method. 
DEFINITION 5. Let (K, d ) be a preplanned ordering set. The mapping 
F: K x K + K is called to have mid-value property, if F(x,, yI ) < z d 
F(xz, ~7~) (x, < .v?, y, dy,), then there exist .~r dxd -Y*, y, <J~<<.v~ such 
that 2 = F(.u, y). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that L is a complete lattice. [f {M,; a E L} has the 
following properties: 
(I) MO=L. 
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(3) If jq3;B~~~~L v {cQ;~E~}=cI, then M,=n,g,rM,,s, then 
A: L + L, which is defined by 
A(x) = V {a A M,(x)}, 
has the property: A, = M, (VLXE L), where M,(x) is the characteristic 
function. 
ProoJ: V’SE A,, because of (3) and 
u<A(x)= V {/II A Mp(x)>=r 
p t 1. 
so XEM,CM,. 
Vis E M,, because of A(x) = V {l;r A M,{(x)) 3 a, 
pe L 
so SE A,. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that L is a complete lattice. t-Norm T and s-norm, S 
on L are ,full mappings Mhich huve the follo\cing properties: 
( 1 ) S and T are union-preserving and intersection-preserving. 
(2) S and T have mid-value property; then VA, BE FT, Ice have 
(AuB),=S(A,, B,) 
(A r- B), = VA,, B,). 
Proqf: It is sufficient to prove (S(A,, B,), s( E L} satisfies the conditions 
in Lemma 1. 
(1) and (2) in Lemma 1 are obvious. If (x,!; b E f} c L, 
V {u,~;~E~J =x, we have 
vyE n ,jt I. S(A.,,, B,,$) and V/j E I; there exist X,j E A I,o yp E B,,j such that 
x = S(x,,, y8). Let 
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then xb, x;; E A,], y;, yi~B, and x~<x,<xb, yi<y,<yb, 
z; = S(x;;, yj) < z;j = S(xb, y;,. so 
=+n MA M) 
Because of V {xi}, V {x;{}EA~ and V {v;), A (Y;~)EB, then V {f&j. 
A (zk} E S(A 1, B,). There exist x0, y, E L such that 
and x = S( x0, y,), x0 E A ?, y, E B,, then x E S( A I, B,). Therefore S satisfies 
the condition in Lemma 1. We can prove that T satisfies the condition in 
Lemma 1 by an analogous method. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that L is a complete lattice. If t-norm T and s-norm 
S satisfy the condition in Lemma 2, then VA, B EFT, we have that Au B, 
AnBeF”r. 
Proqf: It is sufficient to prove A u BE 9;. 
(1) If A(x,)= 1, B(y,)= 1, we have 
(A u B)(Sk,> yb)) = 1. 
(2) VUEL, suppose that zl,z2~S(Az, B,)=(AuB),(z,<z,) and 
2, <z<z,. Then there exist x,, x2 EA, and y,, y, E B, such that 
z, = S(x, , y,), z2 = S(x,, y2), and S is union-preserving, so z2 = 
Y-x, v x2, y, v yz). Therefore there exist x1 dxdx, v x2, y, by<y, v y, 
such that z = S(x, y) and z E (A u B),. 
(3) Let zO=S(xU, y,,). If z,,z,<z, and (AuB)(zi)=crj (i=l,2), 
then there exist x,EA.,, yip B, such that zi= S(x;, y,) (i= 1, 2). Let 
x:=x; A x,, y:= Y, * Yb, 
then z, = S(x:, y:) and xl E A,,, y: E B,,, xi < x,, yj d y, (i = 1,2), so 
A(x; v ~;)>a, v cx2, WY’, v Y;) 3 ~1 v ~2 
and 
z, v z,=S(x{ v x;, y; v y;), 
409,’ I27/2- 18 
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Therefore (A u B)(z, v z2) 3 (Au B)(z,) v (Au B)(z,); i.e., Au B is non- 
decreasing on x d zO. We can prove that Au B is nonincreasing on x 2 zO. 
(4) Suppose that z,, Z~E L and (AuB)(~,)=cc~. Because there exist 
.x, E A,,, Y, E 4 such that i, = S(x,, v,) and x1 v X~E A,, A 12, 
yI v L’~E B,, A x2, iI v 22 = S(x, v x2, y, v ~2). So 
(Au B)(z, v z2) > (A u B)(z,) A (Au B)(z,); 
i.e., Au B is continuous from above on L. We can prove that A LJ B is 
continuous from below on L. 
Last, we obtain that A L. B E $2. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that L is u complete lattice, (L, S, T, N) is a norm 
system, S, T satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2, und v and A are N-dual, 
then (Fz, u, n, c) is a norm system on partial ordering set (FT, d ). 
Proqfi It is easy to prove that 
(1) u> n is monotonic; 
(2) AE,F;-A”EF;. 
The theorem is proved by Theorem 7. 
Note uti&rl in prr~$ If L is continuity. the condition (I) in Lemma 2 can be replaced by 
(I )‘: S is union-preserving and T is intersection-preserving. Theorem 9 and 10 are so. 
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